Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) are among the world's most common diseases remaining as a major global threat. In addition to accounting for millions of deaths so far, over a million STIs are acquired every day worldwide, and STI pandemics continues to cause a major socio-economic burden on many developing countries (see, e.g. WHO [@CR22]).

Over the past decades, several authors have used mathematical models to asses the impact of the structure of partnerships on the spread of HIV (Eaton et al. [@CR11]; Heesterbeek et al. [@CR13]). See also the Introduction of the Ph.D. thesis of Leung ([@CR16]) for an excellent discussion. In order to study the disease dynamics of HIV and other infectious diseases, much attention has been devoted to static networks (see e.g. Newman [@CR20]; Diekmann et al. [@CR9]; Ball et al. [@CR3], and references therein). The underlying assumption of that work is that once a connection is formed between two individuals this will remain unaltered and during an epidemic outbreak no new partnerships are formed. However, social interactions do often vary over time: new connections being formed and others being dissolved, providing short term opportunities for disease transmission. To incorporate the dynamics, Leung et al. ([@CR18]) (see also Leung [@CR16]; Leung and Diekmann [@CR17]) developed and analysed a deterministic model for the spread of an *SI* epidemic on a dynamic network. Here *S* stands for susceptible and *I* stands for infective. Their network model incorporates demographic turnover through individuals entering the population and dying and allows for individuals to have multiple partners at the same time, with the number of partners varying over time. This network model can be seen as an extension of pair formation models (Kretzschmar and Dietz [@CR15]) to situations where individuals are allowed more than one partner at a time. Leung et al. ([@CR18], [@CR19]) extended the traditional pair formation models by incorporating the assumption that individuals have at most *n* partners at a given time.

A key parameter in epidemic modelling is the basic reproduction number, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0.$$\end{document}$ In epidemics on networks, it is usually defined as the expected number of secondary infections caused by a typical case in the early stages of the epidemic, but not the initial case, in a predominantly susceptible population. This concept is used both in deterministic and stochastic models for infection spread (Diekmann et al. [@CR9]). It is well known that for a susceptible-infectious-recovered (SIR) epidemic in a homogeneously mixing population the process describing the number of infectious individuals during the early stages of the epidemic is well approximated by a suitable branching process (Ball and Donnelly [@CR5]). In those branching process approximations, giving birth corresponds to infecting someone and death corresponds to actual death or recovery, while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ corresponds to the offspring mean in the branching process. In particular, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0 \le 1$$\end{document}$, then no epidemic is possible, while if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0>1$$\end{document}$ the probability of a large outbreak is strictly larger than 0, but often strictly less than 1. There has been a lot of research on analysing the epidemic threshold, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0=1$$\end{document}$, by rigorous branching approximation for the stochastic epidemic models involving networks (see, e.g. Britton [@CR7], and references therein). In fact, the technique of Ball and Donnelly ([@CR5]) can be used to approximate the initial phase of an epidemic on the contact network that has a large size by a suitable branching process (see, e.g. Ball et al. [@CR2], [@CR4]).

The present study is an extension of the work of Leung et al. ([@CR19]) and Leung ([@CR16]). Leung and co-authors use deterministic models to study different epidemic models on the dynamic graphs introduced in their work (that we briefly discuss in the following paragraph). In this deterministic approach, one implicit assumption is that the initial fraction of the population which is infectious might be very small, but always positive, which implies that the number of initially infectious individuals is large, because it is effectively assumed that the total population size is infinite. In the present study, we consider the epidemic and population dynamics as stochastic processes, where the expected population size is large but finite.

The network model of Leung et al. ([@CR19]) and Leung ([@CR16]) can be described as follows (for a detailed description see Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}). Individuals enter the population at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu N$$\end{document}$ and die at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ per individual. This implies that the population size converges to *N*, which is assumed to be very large (and in the deterministic models effectively chosen to be infinite). Individuals enter the population without partners. An individual has at most *n* partners at a time, where *n* is a strictly positive integer (and can be chosen to be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\infty $$\end{document}$). The possible partnerships are represented by so-called binding sites. At time *t*, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(1-F(t))n$$\end{document}$ be the average number of partners per individual in the population, i.e. *F*(*t*) is the fraction of binding sites that are "free" at time *t*. If an individual has *k* partners at time *t* it acquires a new partner at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ (n-k)\rho F(t),$$\end{document}$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$ is a constant (the rate at which each free binding site tries to connect with another binding site; and that site is chosen uniformly from all binding sites and is thus free with probability *F*(*t*)) and partners separate at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ per partnership. In the *SI* epidemic framework, a susceptible individual becomes infectious at a rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$ times the number of his or her infectious partners. Infectious individuals cannot recover, but of course they stop spreading when they die. A key ingredient in the models of Leung et al. ([@CR19]) is the mean-field at distance one assumption, which is a (non-exact) approximation of the distribution of the number of partners of partners of a newly-infected individual.

We approach the models by Leung and co-authors from a stochastic perspective. To do this, we make some further assumptions, which make computations easier and the communication of our main message clearer. In contrast to the deterministic models mentioned before, we do not assume that a new individual in the population starts as single. Instead, we assume that the individuals upon entering the population immediately form a (random) number of partnerships with individuals already in the population. The distribution of this random number is chosen in such a way that the *distribution* of the number of partners of an individual does not change over time. That is to say, incoming individuals have a stationary distribution of the number of partners (usually referred to as the degree distribution). The advantage of this assumption is that dependencies between the number of partners of an individual and the infection status of the individual become more tractable and the mean-field at distance one approximation of Leung et al. ([@CR19]) and Leung ([@CR16]) is no longer needed. We follow Leung et al. ([@CR19]) to ignore the difference between male and female in our model and in this way effectively consider a homosexual or asexual population. Although this might be unrealistic, we think our main message is highlighted clearer by this omission.

The main purpose of this paper is to analyse possible approximations of the early stages of a stochastic epidemic in the described network by suitable branching processes. Our analysis focuses on the early stage of an epidemic outbreak where only a small number of individuals is initially infected. Note that this assumption does not fit within the deterministic framework, where the number of initial infectives is either exactly 0 or large, because in those models the initial fraction of the (effectively infinite) population infected has to be either 0 or strictly positive. In particular, we are concerned with deriving explicit formulas for the threshold parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ and the probability of extinction. For this, we use two approximations for the model.

In the first approximation we consider a general maximal number of partners, *n*, but because of certain dependencies to be described in detail afterwards, it is not possible to do more than computing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$, which is here purely interpreted as the expected number of other individuals infected by one infectious individual during the early stages of the epidemic. We note that we are not able to prove that this $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ has the desired threshold property which it has for epidemics in homogeneously mixing populations.

The second approximation is only valid for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=1,$$\end{document}$ which corresponds to the pair formation model of Kretzschmar and Dietz ([@CR15]). What makes this approach different from the first is that here we can describe the dynamics of the disease through an asymptotically exact approximating branching process. From this we can easily obtain the extinction probability as well as a threshold parameter, denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}_0.$$\end{document}$ This reproduction number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}_0$$\end{document}$ differs from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ and cannot be interpreted as the expected number of individuals infected by a typical infected individual. The interpretation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}_0$$\end{document}$ is discussed in Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Unfortunately, we did not find a way to generalize this approach to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n>1$$\end{document}$. For further reflections on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0,$$\end{document}$ we refer the reader to Cushing and Diekmann ([@CR8]).

Finally, in order to avoid undesirable dependencies that appear and complicate the two branching process approximations, we also study the case in which there is no maximal number of partners, i.e. when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n = \infty $$\end{document}$ (cf. Altmann [@CR1]). For this model, we can compute the reproduction number as well as an implicit expression for the extinction probability.

The main contributions of the current work are:to present a branching process approach for analysing the early stages of an outbreak of a sexually transmitted infection, or any other infectious disease, spreading along the dynamic network. In doing this, we show why an appealing straightforward branching process approximation of the epidemic process is not correct, because it ignores some subtle dependencies.to characterize the basic reproduction number and the probability of extinction for the dynamic network by using a branching process approach.The paper is structured as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} is devoted to the model definition and assumptions. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we present two stochastic approximations of the model. In the first, we use a naive (appealing but wrong) branching process approximation to analyse the early phase of an epidemic spreading through a dynamic sexual network. We use the second (less intuitive) approximation of the model with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=1$$\end{document}$ to compute a threshold parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}_0$$\end{document}$ and the correct probability of extinction during the initial phase of the epidemic. Here we also provide a discussion of the influence of the dependencies. In Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, the first approximation of the model is used to study the epidemic on the dynamic network when the partnership capacity is infinite, i.e. when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n= \infty $$\end{document}$. In this particular case, dependencies fall away and we may use branching processes to analyse the early phase of an *SI* epidemic spreading through a dynamic sexual network. In particular, we compute the reproduction number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathbb {R}_0,$$\end{document}$ the offspring distribution and compare reproduction numbers when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n\rightarrow \infty .$$\end{document}$ Finally, we discuss our analytical findings and give an outlook on future work in Sect. [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.

Model definition and assumptions {#Sec2}
================================

In our model we assume that individuals enter the population at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu N$$\end{document}$ (i.e. according to a Poisson process with intensity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu N$$\end{document}$) and that individuals have independent exponentially distributed "lifetimes" (or time they stay in the active population), with expectation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1/\mu $$\end{document}$, i.e. individuals leave the active population at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ times the number of individuals in this population. This implies that the distribution of the population size, say $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N^*(t)$$\end{document}$, converges as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t\rightarrow \infty $$\end{document}$ to a Poisson distribution with mean *N*, i.e. the stationary and limiting distribution of the population size is Poisson distributed with expectation *N* (Resnick [@CR21], Ch. 5). We assume that *N* is very large.

When an individual enters the population, he or she immediately forms partnerships with a random number of partners. This random number of partners is independent for different individuals and binomially distributed with parameters *n* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\text {in}}$$\end{document}$, where *n* is a positive integer, representing the maximal number of partners an individual can have at any given time (the partnership capacity) and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\text {in}}$$\end{document}$ is a constant between 0 and 1, to be specified later. So, the probability that an entering individual has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell $$\end{document}$ partners is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left( {\begin{array}{c}n\\ \ell \end{array}}\right) (p_{\text {in}})^{\ell }(1-p_{\text {in}})^{n-\ell }$$\end{document}$. The probability that the incoming individual forms a partnership with an individual that already has *k* partners at that moment is proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n-k$$\end{document}$. A given individual with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell $$\end{document}$ partners acquires new partners among the individuals already in the population at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ (n-\ell ) \rho F(t)$$\end{document}$, where *F*(*t*) is the fraction of binding sites free at time *t*. Again, the probability that a partnership is formed with an individual that at that moment already has *k* partners is proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n-k$$\end{document}$. Note that we can interpret this construction as follows: a given individual with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell $$\end{document}$ partners and a given individual with *k* partners form a partnership at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ (n-\ell )(n-k)\rho /(n N)$$\end{document}$. Partnerships have independent exponential durations with expectation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1/\sigma $$\end{document}$, i.e. partners separate at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ per partnership (if the partnership has not ended by death of one of the partners). If an individual leaves the active population, then all of its partnerships break.

From a modelling perspective individuals can be seen as collections of *n* "binding sites", where binding sites can either be free or occupied (by a partner). As long as individuals are alive, their binding sites behave independently where partnership formation and separation is concerned. Let *F*(*t*) be the fraction of binding sites in the population which are free at time *t*. We want this fraction to converge (with high probability) to a constant *F*,  which we use in the formulation of the branching process. Observe that, because the number of partnerships of an individual just after entering the population is binomially distributed with parameters *n* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\text {in}},$$\end{document}$ as a result, we can consider the binding sites of such an individual to be independent and free with probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1-p_{\text {in}}$$\end{document}$. We choose $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\text {in}}$$\end{document}$ such that *F* is equal to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1-p_{\text {in}}$$\end{document}$, because that is a necessary condition for the distribution of the number of partners of an individual to be stationary. Note that if a binding site is occupied it becomes empty at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ term is caused by separation and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ term is caused by death of the partner. A binding site, that is already in the population, acquires new partners already present in the population at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho F(t).$$\end{document}$ The rate at which occupied binding sites enters the population is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu Nn p_{\text {in}}$$\end{document}$. The number of free binding sites in the population is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(t) N^*(t) n.$$\end{document}$ Therefore, per binding site, the rate of acquiring newly arrived partners is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\mu Nn p_{\text {in}}}{F(t)N^*(t)n}.$$\end{document}$ So an empty binding site acquires a new partner at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho F(t) + \frac{\mu N n p_{\text {in}}}{n N^*(t) F(t)}$$\end{document}$. If *F*(*t*) indeed converges to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Putting the above together with the theory of Markov on--off processes (Resnick [@CR21], p. 405), the long run fraction of binding sites which are free is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Because the probability that a binding site is free is *F*(*t*) and whether or not a binding site is free is independent of other binding sites, the number of partners of a living individual is binomially distributed with parameters *n* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 1 {#FPar1}
-------
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It is not hard to see that the asymptotically stable equilibrium solution of the differential equation ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F(t)\rightarrow \frac{-(\sigma +2\mu )+\sqrt{(2 \mu + \sqrt{\sigma ^{2}+4\rho \sigma })^2}}{2\rho } = \frac{-\sigma +\sqrt{\sigma ^{2}+4\rho \sigma }}{2\rho } = F. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In the following analysis we assume that the population has already reached equilibrium and *F*(*t*) can be replaced by the constant *F*.

Next, we consider an *SI* epidemic spreading on the dynamic network described above. In this *SI* model, pairs of individuals make contacts according to independent Poisson processes with per partnership intensity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$, as long as the pair is in a partnership. If a susceptible individual contacts an infectious one, it becomes infectious immediately and stays so until it leaves the population. We assume that the infection is introduced in the population by a single infectious individual, when the distribution of the configuration of the network is stationary. All other individuals are at that moment susceptible. With some abuse of terminology, we say that a binding site is susceptible (respectively infectious) if the partner it is connected to (if any) is susceptible (respectively infectious).

In the next section we approximate the spread of an *SI* epidemic on the dynamic network by a branching process. For this approximation we need some further assumptions and notations. In this branching process approach, we keep track of properties of the infectious individuals and their binding sites. We implicitly assume that the number of susceptible individuals that are not connected to infectious individuals is very large and their properties, such as the distribution of the number of other susceptible partners etc., does not change as long as the branching process approximation is valid, i.e. we study the initial phase of the epidemic.
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Branching process approaches to the spread of epidemics {#Sec3}
=======================================================

A first naive approach {#Sec4}
----------------------

In this subsection, we study the spread of an STI (or other infectious disease) on the partnership network in the beginning of an epidemic by employing an appealing but wrong branching process approximation approach. In the approximating branching process dependencies, which are present in the spread of an epidemic on a network, are ignored. However, we still present this approximation because the approximation is so appealing. Furthermore, the dependencies that are ignored in the branching process approximation are also ignored in deterministic descriptions of the epidemic (see Leung et al. [@CR19]; Leung and Diekmann [@CR17]). We highlight dependencies that are present and how ignoring those dependencies leads to wrong predictions of the probability of a large outbreak.

Here, we assume that everyone has *n* binding sites (i.e. an individual has at most *n* partners at the same time). In the present approach, the dynamic network model can be seen as a discrete space, continuous time Markov chain. So, we can describe the dynamics of the process in terms of rates (depending on the current state of the population), where times between events are exponentially distributed.

Recall that an infectious individual can produce new infectious binding sites through contacts at his or her susceptible binding sites. The number of new infections caused by one infectious individual is the same as the sum of the number of times we have a transition from the − state to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$+$$\end{document}$ state, where the sum is taken over all binding sites of the infectious individual. Thus, in our consideration a child is born (i.e. an infectious binding site is created) whenever there is a passage from the--state to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$+$$\end{document}$ state. In the terminology of Galton--Watson branching processes (Jagers [@CR14]), infectious binding sites generated by an infectious individual are considered as his or her offspring. However, we stress again, as we show later, that the epidemic process is not approximated by this branching process in the sense that it is not asymptomatically exact.

In "Appendix B" we derive an offspring distribution for the branching process, which then leads to an expression for the offspring mean and the probability of extinction of the branching process. Which, if the branching process approximation is asymptotically exact, correspond respectively to the basic reproduction number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n =1$$\end{document}$, the probability of extinction of the branching process can be easily deduced as well (see "Appendix B"). Indeed, the probability of extinction of the branching process, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} q_{\phi } = \frac{1}{R_0}-\frac{\mu (R_0-1)}{(\sigma +\mu )R_0}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Note that in computing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ we do not need independence of the number of children at different binding sites (which indeed are not independent). Therefore, this offspring mean is a good approximation for the expected number of new infections caused by an infected individual during the early stages of the epidemic, in a mostly susceptible population. However, we do not know whether there is a branching process approximation of the spread of the epidemic which is asymptotically exact and has the same offspring mean. So we do not know whether $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0=1$$\end{document}$ is a threshold for a large outbreak of an epidemic which starts with only a few infectious individuals.

The number of partners in our model can have a great effect on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ increases as a function of the number of partners.

The independence of the number of children of individuals can be viewed as the very defining property of branching processes and we have already emphasized that although the stochastic process leading to ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) and ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) is a branching process, it does not approximate the epidemic process well since the epidemic process violates the required independence criterion of reproducing individuals, even for the simplest case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Example 1 {#FPar2}

Consider the case when an infector has exactly 1 "child", the infectee. We consider what happens from the moment of the first infection on.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n >1$$\end{document}$, the dependencies become even clearer, since when an individual dies all of its partners obtain a free binding site at the same time. Furthermore, whether or not a partner of a partner of an infectious individual is infectious is dependent on how long the individual under consideration has been infectious itself, which creates dependencies between individuals which are not even partners of each other. This observation also means that considering the spread of the epidemic at the level of binding sites (see e.g. Leung and Diekmann [@CR17]) or typing individuals by their own infection status and the number of susceptible and infectious partners they have (cf. Ball and House [@CR6]) is not enough to obtain an asymptotically exact (multi-type) branching process approximation.

Asymptomatically exact branching process approximation {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------------

As stated earlier, we cannot expect that the branching process defined above approximates the epidemic well. Still, this branching process is used to compute the extinction probability in Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). Therefore, this probability is not necessarily the extinction probability of the epidemic process which is approximated by the branching process. That motivates us for defining a branching process which correctly approximates the epidemic process, so that we can get the true extinction probability for the model when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For this branching process, we base our bookkeeping on the empty binding sites. Assume for the moment that we start the epidemic with one infectious individual with binding site in state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \rho F + \mu \frac{1-F}{F} = (\sigma +\mu )\frac{1-F}{F}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In case of a partnership between an infectious individual and a susceptible individual four things can happen: (i) a separation, in which case there is one infectious individual with an empty binding site which occurs at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$), in which case there is a partnership between two infectious individuals. In creating the branching process approximation below, we consider the resulting infectious individual with an empty binding site in case (i) and case (ii) as new individuals.

In case of a partnership between two infectious individuals two things can happen: (i) a separation, in which case there are two infectious individuals each with an empty binding site, which occurs at rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2 \mu $$\end{document}$), in which case there is one infectious individual with an empty binding site. Again, in creating the branching process approximation below, we consider the resulting infectious individuals with an empty binding site as new individuals. The possible transitions and their rate are schematically depicted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Flow chart describing the offspring of binding site ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$). The *solid black lines* represent "intermediate" transitions of the binding site under consideration, after which the number of new free binding sites produced still depends on further transitions. The *dotted red lines* represents producing 0 offspring, *solid blue lines* represent producing 1 offspring while the *dash-dotted orange line* represents producing 2 offspring. The edge labels are the transition probabilities

Observe that an empty binding site can generate, after possibly going through some stages in which the binding site was occupied, zero, one or two "new" empty binding sites. Here one of the "new" binding sites might actually be the old binding site, which for modelling purposes is considered to be new. To clarify the idea behind our branching process approximation, consider as an example a separation of two infectious individuals. This can be seen as the death of an originally free binding site which paired with and then infected a free susceptible binding site leading to birth of two free binding sites. The "newborn" free binding sites are independent copies of the initial free binding site, which is why this description leads to a branching process approximation of the epidemic spread which is asymptotically exact.

So, each free binding site generates a random number *Y*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y\in \{0,1,2\}$$\end{document}$, of free binding sites in the next generation, independently of other free binding sites. The probabilities of having *Y* children in the approximating branching process are given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \begin{array}{rcl}\mathbb {P}(Y=0)&{}=&{}\displaystyle \frac{\mu \left( \sigma +\mu +(\beta +\mu )F\right) }{(\sigma (1-F)+\mu )(\beta +\sigma +2\mu )},\\ \\ \mathbb {P}(Y=1)&{}=&{}\displaystyle \frac{(\sigma +\mu )\left( (\sigma +\mu )(\sigma +2\mu )+2\mu \beta \right) (1-F)}{\left( \sigma (1-F) +\mu \right) (\sigma +2\mu )(\beta +\sigma +2\mu )},\\ \\ \mathbb {P}(Y=2)&{}=&{}\displaystyle \frac{\sigma \beta (\sigma +\mu )(1-F)}{\left( \sigma (1- F)+\mu \right) (\sigma +2\mu )(\beta +\sigma +2\mu )}.\\ \\ \end{array} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This simple interpretation for the branching process is no longer valid if the number of binding sites of an individual exceeds 1, because death of an individual may cause several pairs of infectious individuals to break at the same moment and in that way cause dependencies, which violate the defining properties of branching processes.

For the branching process with an offspring distribution given through the random variable *Y*,  we can compute the offspring mean (which corresponds to the expected total number of new free binding sites generated by one free binding site). We denote this offspring mean by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}_0$$\end{document}$ is not a basic reproduction number in the biological sense of the word, but as written above, it is a threshold parameter.

For the branching process with offspring distribution *Y*,  we can also calculate the probability of extinction, which we denote by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ in this equation is the basic reproduction number obtained through the naive branching process approximation and does not correspond to the offspring mean of the branching process used to derive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark {#FPar3}

Of particular interest is the critical infection rate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Model without maximum partnership capacity {#Sec6}
==========================================

To circumvent the difficulty of dependencies that arises in the branching process approximation for the epidemic process with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Threshold parameter {#Sec7}
-------------------

Having determined the degree distribution, we can now compute the expected number of partners infected by one infectious individual. We denote this expected number by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark {#FPar4}

Altmann ([@CR1]) considers a model very similar to ours but not exactly the same. He considers an SIR epidemic in a population in which individuals do not die but recover (and acquire eternal immunity) and no new individuals can enter the population. It is easy to check that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Outbreak probability {#Sec8}
--------------------

In order to find the probability of a minor outbreak, we need the distribution of the number of new infectious binding sites that are generated by each infected individual. This then defines the offspring distribution for our branching process.
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Furthermore, we can also find the probability of extinction of the branching process as the smallest positive root of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec10}
==========

The reproduction number and the probability of extinction are among the most fundamental concepts in the theory of mathematical modelling of the spread of infectious diseases. These quantities have importance for health officials for planning and allocation of funds to control the spread of those diseases. We explored different strategies to derive explicit expressions for these two important quantities for an *SI* epidemic on a dynamic sexual network using branching processes. Although it is difficult to derive analytical expressions for threshold conditions and the probability of extinction for a disease spreading on a dynamic network, the branching process approach provide insights for determining the analytical expressions both for the threshold quantity and the probability of extinction. To derive these quantities, we proposed two approaches.

In the first approach, we considered the case in which every individual has *n* binding sites. This approach suffers from some undesired dependencies, as a result we ended up with an approximating branching process that in fact was not an asymptomatically exact approximation of the original epidemic process. The dependencies are demonstrated in detail and an example is provided to clarify the dependencies that violate the (for branching processes) crucial independence criterion of reproducing individuals. The obtained insights are a warning of dependencies which are easily overlooked.

By the simple modelling framework of this first approach, it is only possible to derive the value of the basic reproduction number $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the second approach, we demonstrated a simple version of the model in which every individual can have at most one partner at a time. For this model, we managed to establish an asymptotically exact branching process approximation and derived the offspring distribution of this branching process, which allows us to easily compute the probability of extinction for the branching process (and thus for the epidemic). The expectation of the offspring distribution is a threshold parameter. Finally, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In deriving our models and sticking to branching process approximation as a tool for the analysis, we find that the dependence has a subtle influence on the approximations of the epidemic process by branching processes. This dependence disappears if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The current study is only a first step in studying the spread of the disease on a dynamic network using a branching process approach. In future work, we hope to further investigate the disease dynamics by dropping the stationary distribution assumption of the number of partners at debut.

Appendix A: Convergence of the fraction of free binding sites {#Sec11}
=============================================================

In this appendix, we prove that the fraction of free binding sites in a population with size parameter *N*, say $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix B: Branching process approximation ignoring dependencies {#Sec12}
=================================================================

In this appendix we derive some of the results for the model presented in Sect. [3.1](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Recall that in that subsection we approximate the epidemic by a branching process in which we ignore dependencies between the offspring sizes of different individuals. We do incorporate the dependence between binding sites of the same individual, which occurs through death of the individual, but that is the only dependence which appears in the branching process. We refer back to Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} for a flow chart of the Markov process governing the dynamics of the states of a binding site.
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Standard results from the theory on branching processes (Jagers [@CR14]) give that the extinction probability *q* of a branching process originating from one case, with his or her offspring distributed as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Recall that at the moment an individual gets infected, he or she has 1 infectious partner (namely his or her parent). From ([33](#Equ33){ref-type=""}), we know that an infected individual has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the following we write the extinction probability in terms of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If we assume that the branching process starts with an individual with an empty binding site, we can still compute the probability of extinction of the branching process by making use of the following observation. If the initial individual has *k* children, then the offspring of this initial individual only goes extinct if the offspring of the *k* children goes extinct. Those *k* children all correspond to infectious individuals with an infectious binding site at the moment of infection. Recall that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_0$$\end{document}$ is greater than 1, then the extinction probabilities calculated above are less than 1, which is a minimal requirement for consistency.
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